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Abstract. Using wavelength-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy with a sub-10-fs laser,
we investigated resonant enhancement of radial breathing mode and G-mode coherent
phonons in carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and successfully distinguished the electronic
states of CNTs with different chiralities.

1 Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are one of the promising materials for next generation electronics. The
electronic structure of CNTs changes from semiconductors to metals depending on the chirality [1].
The dynamics of carriers and electron-phonon coupling could also show strong dependence on their
electronic structures, and thereby various ultrafast measurements have been investigated [2-5]. In
most cases, mixture of CNTs with different chiralities and diameters is used for the measurements,
making the analysis of the data complicated. Although single chirality samples are recently available
[5, 6], it is still required to establish a way to distinguish the chirality of CNTs because the purity is
at most in the order of 80 % even in the single chirality samples.
Sharp electronic resonance at the van-Hove singularities of density of states is a key to resolve
the chirality of CNTs. One way to observe this singularity is to measure the photoluminescence
excitation spectrum [7], but not all of the samples show the luminescence because of the inter-tube
interactions. Raman spectroscopy to measure the frequency of radial breathing modes (RBM) is an
alternate way to distinguish the chirality because the Raman scattering cross section of the RBM is
strongly enhanced by the singularities [8]. However, observation of the resonant dynamics of the
RBMs and also the high-frequency G-mode phonons cannot be achieved in conventional Raman
measurements, because it requires a high time-resolution. In this work, we show that wavelengthresolved coherent phonon spectroscopy using 7.5-fs laser pulses enables us to distinguish the
resonance of CNTs with different chiralities. The obtained results strongly show that the wavelengthresolved coherent phonon spectroscopy becomes a key technique not only for understanding the
resonance of the RBM, but also for investigating the carrier dynamics in CNTs with different
chiralities.
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2 Experimen
E
nt
CNTs
C
purchased from Meiijo Nano Carb
bon Co. Ltd. were filtrated
d several timees to purify. T
The
solu
ution of the puurified CNTs was
w dried on a glass plate. The diameterr of the CNTss ranges from 1.1
to 1.6
1 nm. A 7.55-fs Ti-sapphiire laser was used for pum
mp-probe tran
nsmission measurements. T
The
outp
put of the laser was separaated into pum
mp and probe beams. The pump pulse is
i delayed byy an
optical shaker wiith a scanningg range of 15 ps, and focuused on the saample togetheer with the proobe
pulsse. The probe pulse transm
mitted through the sample w
was delivered to a photodio
ode for detectting
the probe
p
signal. To balance thhe current of the photodiodde for the prob
be signal, the reference siggnal
was also detecteed. The differrence betweeen the probe and referencce signals waas amplified aand
n bandwidthh in
colleected by an annalogue-to-diggital converterr. We placed a bandpass fillter with a 10 nm
fron
nt of the photoodiodes to chaange the probee wavelength. The probe waavelength wass tuned from 7700
nm to
t 1000 nm byy changing the bandpass fillter.

3 Results
R
an
nd discuss
sion
Figu
ure 1(a) show
ws the obtainedd transmittancce change as a function of time
t
delay between pump aand
prob
be pulses. W
We observed positive
p
electtronic responnse near the time origin, as well as the
interrference betw
ween pump annd probe pulses. By filterinng out the intterference, wee see clearly the
osciillations of thee characteristiic coherent ph
honons of CNT
Ts as in Fig. 1(a). Figures 1(b) and 1(c) are
the Fourier transfform spectra for
f the observ
ved coherent pphonons of RB
BM (4-7 THzz) and D- andd Gdes (37-50 TH
Hz), respectiveely. The obseerved frequenccy range of th
he RBM agreees well with tthat
mod
expeected in the C
CNTs used inn this experimeent (diameterss of 1.1-1.6 nm). Note that even though the
interrference betw
ween pump andd probe pulsess lasts about 00.1 ps, the high frequency coherent
c
phono
nons
can be clearly obsserved.

Fig. 1. (a) Observed transsient transmittance of the CNT
Ts with differen
nt probe wavelengths. (b) Fouri
rier
m spectra of the coherent phonons observed nnear the RBM frrequency. (c) Th
hose near the G
Gtransform
mode frequeency.

As shown
s
in Figss. 1(b) and 1(cc), the spectraa of the obserrved coherent phonons depeend on the proobe
wav
velength. Espeecially, in the RBM spectraa (Fig. 1(b)), w
f peaks whhose
we found thatt there are a few
inten
nsity dependss strongly on the probe waavelength. It iss well known
n that the electronic resonan
ance
depeends on the tube diameteer, which is summarized as Kataura-p
plot. Thereforre, the observved
expeerimental resuults directly reflect
r
differeence of resonnant enhancem
ment of the Raman
R
scatterring
crosss section amoong different chiralities/diaameters of CN
NTs. Consideering the tube diameter of the
sam
mple and the oobserved wavvelength dependence of thee RBM Ramaan intensity, there exist thhree
04028-p.2
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possible electronic transitions: E22 transition of the semiconductor nanotubes at 900-1000 nm, E11
transition of the metallic nanotubes at 850-700 nm, and E33 transition of the semiconductor tubes
below 700 nm. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the peak intensity at 4.8 THz becomes stronger at 850 nm,
corresponding to the E11 resonance for metallic CNTs. The peak intensity at 5.6 THz is stronger at
900 nm, which corresponds to the E22 resonance for the semiconductor CNTs. The peak at 5.3 THz
can be attributed to the E33 resonance for semiconductor CNTs. On the other hand, in the G-mode
signal (Fig. 1(c)), the change of the peak frequency is not as pronounced as that in the RBM.
However, the spectral shape of the G-mode exhibits a shoulder structure at 46.5 THz of 700-800 nm
probe wavelengths, implying Fano resonance between the G-mode and conduction electrons. The
wavelength of 700-800 nm corresponds to the E11 resonance of metallic CNTs, supporting the
existence of Fano resonance.

4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we observed the resonant enhancement of the coherent phonons in CNTs using the
wavelength-resolved coherent phonon spectroscopy. Because of the broad bandwidth of the 7.5-fs
laser, we can distinguish the electronic resonance of CNTs with different chiralities and diameters,
which could be useful for the dynamical spectroscopy on CNTs with chirality resolution.
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